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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The public and private sectors work together in a variety of ways to provide many different services. Recently in the United States, much attention has been given to collaborations called public-private partnerships (PPP). These arrangements may include the provision of a service, but are primarily oriented toward the construction or renovation of infrastructure. In a typical arrangement, the public partner retains ownership of the capital asset, but contracts with the private partner for the design, build and maintenance of the asset. PPPs have been employed in Europe and other parts of the world as a mechanism for infrastructure delivery for many years. The United States has a history of using PPPs for certain types of projects, including projects in New York for waste-to-energy facilities and airport projects, but the use of PPPs is extremely limited in comparison to Europe and other parts of the world. Recently, high-profile arrangements for a few toll roads in the United States have generated a great deal of interest among state and local governments struggling to address adequately their transportation and other infrastructure needs.

PPPs can be structured in a variety of ways, and they have been defined in a variety of ways. This report restricts its definition of PPPs to a subset of public-private arrangements and excludes three types of arrangements sometimes viewed as PPPs. First, it excludes “privatizations,” or asset sales in which the public sector relinquishes ownership of the asset. Second, it excludes management and other outsourcing contracts in which the private partner is responsible for a service in a larger operation or undertaking, but is not responsible for the creation or care of a physical asset or infrastructure element.

Third, it excludes relationships known as “design-build” (DB) contracts, in which the design and construction of an asset are bundled together as the responsibility of a single private partner. DB contracts are an important and useful procurement mechanism; however, since they are limited solely to construction phases, they are excluded from the review of PPPs in this report.

The CBC definition of PPPs centers on two important elements that make the relationship more like a partnership with shared risks and rewards. The first is the extension of the relationship to include life-cycle costs, including maintenance, energy consumption, and others, of the facility over a long-term period; this is sometimes referred to as “design-build-maintain” (DBM). This is important because it imposes a life-cycle discipline on asset management that adds incentives for efficiency and can reduce long-term costs. These incentives are absent in DB contracts in which the contractor may choose design elements that facilitate lower costs and speedier construction, but do not hold up as well over the longer intended life of the facility.

The second element of a PPP is that the private partner finance at least part of the initial construction or renovation of the facility: “design-build-finance-maintain” (DBFM). The relationship becomes more of a partnership when the private party has invested some of its own capital and is at risk to lose that investment if other terms of the arrangement, such as maintenance standards, are not met. The private partner need not finance all of the initial construction costs; private financing is desirable for the incentives it provides to enhance efficiency, not necessarily because it creates “new money” for infrastructure. For the most part, the revenue streams – tolls, fees or tax revenues – used to repay private investment are the same as for public financing. The private funds represent only the substitution of one form of capital for another (equity for bonds) and not new sources of revenue to support the investments. While some private financial commitment may be highly desirable, because of the availability of tax exempt financing, some
projects in the U.S. have the characteristics of a PPP without private equity investment. In many of these cases, the tax exempt financing is “conduit” debt for which the private partner is liable, but the debt is issued by a public authority and is not private equity. Nonetheless, this report considers these types of arrangements as PPPs.

Thus, PPPs are defined as relationships for physical assets in which private partners are responsible for life-cycle costs – including design, build, maintenance, and others – and for at least partly financing the projects. These types of PPPs have an extensive history in other parts of the world and are emerging in the United States. Of the over 1,100 such projects worth $509 billion worldwide, only 100 projects accounting for 5 percent of the total global value are in the United States. Many of these U.S. projects are smaller in scale, but some large-scale deals have been negotiated in recent years.

As public officials give increased consideration to PPPs, the Citizens Budget Commission believes that the creation of such relationships should be rooted in a clear understanding of their potential benefits and pitfalls based on a review of the global experience. This report is intended to provide guidelines for the application of PPPs to public infrastructure in New York, and stimulate thinking on where PPPs may be useful tools for infrastructure improvement.

Guidelines for Application of PPPs

PPPs can be a useful tool in the delivery and management of infrastructure; they have demonstrated the ability to improve design and reduce construction time and costs. Furthermore, the private sector’s ability to procure specialized expertise and harness innovation and technology offer the potential to enhance operations and improve maintenance standards over the life of an asset. In these respects, PPPs offer the potential to overcome important deficiencies in public sector performance and are an important option for infrastructure management that should be made available in New York. The following are useful guidelines for the application of PPPs.

1. **PPPs should be focused on achieving efficiencies in the life cycle costs of facilities and ensuring their long-term maintenance at standards higher than typically achieved by direct public sector operation.** State and local entities in New York, as elsewhere in the United States, have a long and regrettable history of delivering projects late and over budget, of designing projects without giving adequate consideration to the long-term maintenance needs associated with the design elements chosen, and of failing to keep key components of infrastructure including bridges, schools, dams, and parks in a state of good repair. PPPs can be a mechanism for correcting these serious shortcomings in public sector performance.

2. **PPPs are well-suited to revenue-generating facilities, but user fees are not essential for a PPP.** PPPs are attractive for facilities that generate substantial revenue, such as toll roads and bridges and water systems. Such projects can be segregated from a larger network, and the revenue stream can be collected and managed by a discrete operating entity. They also offer the advantages of linking costs and revenues and permitting innovative pricing policies.

Effective PPPs are not limited to facilities that generate substantial revenue from user fees. Many viable PPPs have been developed for public facilities through two other models in which the public
partner pays the private partner directly. Under these models, the private partner is able to recover initial investments, meet operating costs and make a profit through regular “availability payments” or “shadow tolls” conditioned on keeping the facility in satisfactory condition. For the public sector, these PPPs provide savings only if the availability payments are less than the projected capital and maintenance costs for building and adequately maintaining the facility under direct public management.

3. **PPPs need not be limited to large facilities; smaller assets can work, as well.** The complexity and distinctiveness of PPPs have tended to limit them to large, individual facilities, but this need not be the case. Innovative financing mechanisms have been used for relatively small solid waste incineration projects in New York’s localities and other jurisdictions. In addition, there is notable British experience with primary care health centers and secondary school buildings indicates that effective PPPs can be developed for multiple, similar smaller facilities and a private partner. This model can be applied to facilities in New York.

### Potential Applications in New York

Changes in state legislation will be required if PPPs are to be pursued by state and city agencies in New York. Other states have adopted considerably more flexible laws relating to construction and procurement. New York State has such a law relating to solid waste facilities, but it does not apply to other types of public infrastructure.

In selecting opportunities for effective PPPs, New York’s leaders should give high priority to assets that are currently in poor condition and have a history of poor maintenance. That is, the greatest potential benefit of PPPs is their promotion of efficiencies in life-cycle management of assets and stimulus for adequate maintenance after initial construction or renovation. In most cases, the PPPs should be initiated as pilot programs and viewed as benchmarks for project delivery times and maintenance standards. They should be compared to experience with similar facilities that remain under direct public management, leading to decisions about whether the PPPs should be expanded to more facilities.

For New York City and New York State, initial application of these criteria suggests these candidates for exploration:

1. **Highway bridges** – Among the more than 17,000 bridges in New York State, 6,650 are functionally obsolete or structurally deficient, usually due to inadequate maintenance. One or more groups of bridges should be selected for repair and maintenance through a PPP with the New York City and/or New York State Department of Transportation as the public partner. The approach is not restricted to large tolled bridges; un-tolled bridges can be included in a PPP by using availability payment or shadow toll models. These models are used for assets that do not have natural revenue streams, and are structured so that the private partner issues the financing and is repaid by the public partner with a regular payment for ensuring the availability of the asset or based on its use. A PPP for the Tappan Zee Bridge has been proposed by private companies and is the subject of a study by financial consultants to the New York State Department of Transportation and the New York State Thruway Authority. Any next steps for pursuing a PPP for the Tappan Zee should be informed by this study.
2. New York City School Buildings – New and renovated school capacity are needed in the City, and the Department of Education has a history of poor performance in this function: schools have been chronically deteriorated and crowded. While the Educational Construction Fund has combined school design and construction with privately-financed residential and commercial development for some new facilities, these arrangements have been limited in number and do not extend to maintenance and other lifecycle costs. This experience could be expanded; a group of planned new schools and/or school renovation projects should be considered for a PPP modeled on the British experience with “strategic partnerships,” in which local governments forge a long-term relationship with private partners to create a strategic framework for building or renovating a number of smaller capital assets with similar specifications. These partnerships mitigate the transaction costs of designing and monitoring PPPs for small assets with a small value, and result in efficiencies, such as economies of scale and improved supply chain management, throughout the life of the partnership.

3. New York City Parks – Central Park and other flagship parks have been restored to good condition since their neglect in previous years though a combination of public and philanthropic efforts; however, many other parks, often in poor neighborhoods, still require major improvements and better ongoing maintenance. A group of parks in need of improvements could be packaged for a suitable PPP. In addition, the Mayor’s commitment to investment in new parks as part of PLANYC requires committing resources for their future maintenance. Another option is to pursue stand alone partnership opportunities for the large underdeveloped parks. Any relatively modest concession revenue opportunities associated with these parks could be included in the arrangement to provide incentives for enhancing such revenues for the private partner and thereby reducing the availability payment required from the City. The City Department of Parks already employs a sophisticated system for monitoring the conditions of its facilities. A critical and challenging next step will be adapting this system to contractual provisions for financial incentives and penalties in management of parks.

4. Higher educational facilities – Both of the state’s public university systems – the City University of New York and the State University of New York – have extensive facilities that are old and not well maintained. Recent assessments identified critical maintenance backlogs of $3.2 billion and $1.7 billion, respectively, for these systems. PPPs could be used to renovate some currently deficient educational facilities and keep them well maintained for the expected lifecycle. The initial private capital and operating costs would be paid through the availability payment model, and several facilities could be grouped together. In addition, it may be worthwhile to experiment with a PPP for residential facilities that generate user fees. This provides an opportunity to have PPP and Dormitory Authority managed facilities on the same campuses to ensure competition in prices and comparative performance standards.

Potential Missteps and Cautions

PPPs can be an opportunity to provide improved infrastructure at lower cost; however, PPPs are not a panacea for the infrastructure needs of New York. PPPs should be pursued selectively for initiatives that will have the greatest benefits, and they should be designed to avoid the pitfalls, summarized below, that have characterized some experiences.
1. **PPPs should not be look upon as “new” money for infrastructure.** In other countries, PPPs have been used to circumvent legal limits on the amount of public sector debt. The arrangements provide initial private financing for projects that otherwise would be financed by public sector borrowing. This objective is not relevant for many entities in the United States, and particularly for New York State and its localities, because legal limits are not a major constraint on infrastructure investments. New York can use revenue bonds issued by authorities and other financing mechanisms to raise capital; the tax exempt status of interest payments on these bonds makes this form of borrowing economically efficient. The private investment in a PPP can supplement tax exempt bonds, but it is desirable primarily as an incentive for innovation and efficiency from the private partner.

2. **User fee revenue streams should not be tapped inappropriately as part of a PPP arrangement.** While offering great potential, user fee supported PPPs also pose two dangers. First, public officials’ desire and ability to obtain large, up-front payments from the private partner in exchange for the right to the future revenue can lead to both a heavily discounted value for the future revenue that shortchanges future generations. Second, use of these up-front payments may be diverted from infrastructure enhancement to other budgetary purposes with more short-run political attractiveness. In addition, public officials may use the mechanism to diffuse accountability for substantial increases in the tolls or fees. Toll increases are typically necessary, but the public should be informed that they are the result of public policy decisions.

3. **The public sector must enhance its management capacity in order for PPPs to be successful.** PPPs are not an abdication of public responsibility. The public sector must develop an enhanced capacity for contract design, performance measurement and monitoring. The public partner should also foster transparency in the partnership and enforce contract provisions regarding penalties and termination, if necessary. Enhanced capacity for public administrators requires adequate resources, and these costs should be recognized as part of the PPP arrangement and taken into account in deciding whether a PPP is appropriate.

4. **PPPs are prone to failure when integral responsibilities are divided.** PPPs do not work well when multiple, private partners are involved in PPP contracts for the same service, or when the infrastructure elements subject to a PPP are integrally related to and require close coordination with a public agency that retains the service delivery responsibility. The failure of two of the three PPP contracts for the London Underground illustrates this problem as well as others.

5. **Labor concerns can be addressed.** Representatives of unionized public servants often raise concerns about PPPs on grounds that they threaten the job security of current employees and may worsen wages and working conditions for those selected to work on the project. The private partner’s latitude to achieve efficiencies through substitutions of capital and technology for labor and through reforms of work rules may be important to the viability of the project. In fact, this may mean that public employees are replaced or rehired by the private partner under different terms. Public officials should decide the extent to which they share these concerns. If they are willing to sacrifice some of the benefits of PPPs, then they can provide protections. Public officials can act unilaterally by guaranteeing the hiring of displaced workers in other public sector jobs that become available; alternatively, they can negotiate with the private partner to establish contractually compensation or work conditions similar to that provided to public employees.
THE RANGE OF EXPERIENCE

The public and private sectors join in a variety of ways to provide public facilities and services. In analyzing these arrangements, multiple distinctions are useful in order to arrive at a relevant definition of a PPP.

First, the arrangement may involve a physical asset (usually some form of infrastructure or building) or it may involve only the provision of service. In the latter category are a variety of contracts for services, such as health care in a prison, foster care for children, maintenance of a park, and providing lunches to school children. The contracts may be with for-profit or non-profit agencies, and they usually involve payments from the government to the agency contingent on adequate performance. More refined versions of these service arrangements may involve shifting from not just requiring the private organization to collect relevant fees (such as the price of a school lunch), but granting incentives for them to earn more when use increases or costs are curbed. Simple examples include concessions for services, such as selling refreshments in a park. More complex arrangements include proposals for private operation of public lotteries. The design, implementation and evaluation of service-oriented contracts with the private sector are an important aspect of public administration that warrants serious attention, but they are not the focus of this report. Rather the focus here is on arrangements that are oriented primarily to the creation or renovation and maintenance of physical assets.

Public-private relationships relating to physical assets also take a variety of forms. First, there are “privatizations,” asset sales in which the public sector relinquishes ownership of the asset. Examples in New York City include the sale of municipal radio and television stations and municipal parking lots during Mayor Rudolph Giuliani’s administration. In these arrangements, the relationship between the public and private sectors is limited or non-existent after ownership is transferred. As a result, these arrangements are not considered PPPs.

Another type of relationship involves contracting with a private firm for the construction or renewal of physical assets. Rather than hiring public employees with construction skills, most government construction, ranging from school buildings and firehouses to roads, bridges and sewer systems, is conducted by private firms. Typically the government agency designs the facility it wants (perhaps aided by independent architects) and seeks competitive bids from private contractors for its construction. When construction is complete, the government agency assumes responsibility for maintenance. Although it involves cooperation between the two sectors, these construction contracts are not generally included in a definition of PPP.

A third type of relationship is known as a “design-build” (DB) contract. In this arrangement, the government does not prepare a detailed design of the facility it wants; rather, it provides a set of specifications for capacity or performance. The private party is asked to prepare the detailed design and construct the facility under a single contract.

These DB arrangements have been found suitable for a variety of facilities and have yielded savings for the public sector in the form of speedier completion and lower costs than under conventional arrangements of public design and private construction. In California, the San Joaquin Toll Road was constructed under a DB contract, with a guaranteed maximum price and construction date. The

---

The road opened three and a half months early. In Utah, the reconstruction of I-15 as a DB project resulted in a road that opened to the public five months ahead of schedule. DB contracts are an important and useful procurement mechanism, and are sometimes defined as a type of PPP; however, since they are limited solely to construction phases, they are excluded from the review of PPPs in this report.

The CBC definition of PPPs centers on two important elements that make the relationship more like a partnership with shared risks and rewards. One is the extension of the design-build relationship to include life-cycle costs, including maintenance, energy consumption and others, of the facility over a period corresponding approximately to its intended useful life; this relationship is known as “DBM” and “DBOM” when operational responsibility is also included. This life-cycle cost discipline adds incentives for efficiency in managing assets. The private party, in performing its design function, has incentive to design the facility in a way that minimizes maintenance needs over the life of the asset. Such incentives are absent in DB contracts or in construction contracts for facilities that the public agency has designed. In fact, public agencies sometimes design facilities in a way that emphasizes their grandeur and adds to long-run maintenance costs. Similarly, in DB contracts the contractor may choose design elements that facilitate lower costs and speedier construction, but do not hold up as well over the longer intended life of the facility.

A second element of a PPP is that the private partner finances at least part of the initial construction or renovation of the facility – a “DBFM” partnership. The relationship becomes more of a partnership when the private party has invested some of its own capital and is at risk to lose that investment if other terms of the arrangement, such as maintenance standards, are not met. The private partner need not finance all of the initial construction costs, but some significant private investment is intrinsic to a meaningful PPP. While some private financial commitment may be highly desirable, because of the availability of tax exempt financing, some projects in the U.S. have the characteristics of a PPP without private equity investment. In many of these cases, the tax exempt financing is “conduit” debt for which the private partner is liable, but the debt is issued by a public authority and is not private equity. This report considers these types of arrangements as PPPs. Thus, a PPP is defined as a relationship for a physical asset (as opposed to a service) in which the private partner is responsible for life-cycle costs – including design, build, maintenance, and others – and for at least partly financing the project.

Two additional points are worth noting in defining PPPs. First, competition is an integral factor entering into a partnership. Partnerships are formed only after a competitive process among multiple potential private parties, with the award based on clearly defined cost and performance criteria. Second, PPPs are used both for building new facilities and for renovating older facilities. New construction projects are sometimes referred to as “greenfield” projects, and reconstruction or renovation projects as “brownfield” projects.

---


3 In some cases, the private financing may take the form of tax-exempt (conduit) debt. In the United States, public authorities, often industrial development authorities, may issue tax-exempt debt for the benefit of private parties, which are responsible for the repayment of the debt. In some cases, this tax-exempt debt can comprise the private partner’s investment.
Global Experience with PPPs

Globally, there is extensive experience with PPPs. One source identifies 1,109 such projects valued at $509 billion launched in the period from 1985 to 2007.4 PPPs are most heavily concentrated in Europe, and to a lesser extent Asia. Europe accounts for fully 43 percent of the projects and nearly half of their dollar value. Within Europe, Great Britain is the dominant player; it accounts for 193 (40 percent) of the 477 European projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Africa &amp; the Middle East</th>
<th>Asia and Australia</th>
<th>Europe</th>
<th>Latin America &amp; the Caribbean</th>
<th>North America</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roads and Bridges</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water/Wastewater</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seaport</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>1,109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Africa &amp; the Middle East</th>
<th>Asia and Australia</th>
<th>Europe</th>
<th>Latin America &amp; the Caribbean</th>
<th>North America</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roads and Bridges</td>
<td>$5.3</td>
<td>$37.0</td>
<td>$121.2</td>
<td>$28.4</td>
<td>$40.5</td>
<td>$232.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail</td>
<td>$4.7</td>
<td>$28.4</td>
<td>$47.0</td>
<td>$4.5</td>
<td>$9.3</td>
<td>$93.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building</td>
<td>$0.0</td>
<td>$3.6</td>
<td>$53.6</td>
<td>$0.3</td>
<td>$7.1</td>
<td>$64.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water/Wastewater</td>
<td>$4.6</td>
<td>$19.9</td>
<td>$18.2</td>
<td>$5.5</td>
<td>$7.6</td>
<td>$55.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport</td>
<td>$0.0</td>
<td>$35.9</td>
<td>$5.6</td>
<td>$2.6</td>
<td>$3.0</td>
<td>$47.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seaport</td>
<td>$0.2</td>
<td>$10.4</td>
<td>$2.6</td>
<td>$0.9</td>
<td>$0.6</td>
<td>$14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Value</td>
<td>$14.8</td>
<td>$135.1</td>
<td>$248.3</td>
<td>$42.3</td>
<td>$68.2</td>
<td>$508.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CBC analysis of data excludes contracts characterized as DBs, asset sales, joint development agreements and management contracts. Table also excludes certain solid waste incineration projects involving long-term contracts between governments and private owners and operators.


---

4 Data from International Major Projects Survey, October 2007 edition, published by Public Works Financing. CBC analysis of data excludes contracts characterized as DBs, asset sales, joint development agreements and management contracts. For most projects, values recorded in the database represent project capital costs as estimated in the year the contracts were signed, except for select entries updated by CBC.
The large number of projects in Europe is related to historic patterns of public-private interactions, including the “corporatist” tradition in several nations, but it is also linked to the 1993 creation of the European Union (EU). Member nations of the EU are mandated to keep their public debt below 60 percent of GDP. This has created incentives for nations to finance large infrastructure investments in ways that avoid or reduce public borrowing, and PPPs provide such a mechanism. In Great Britain, the Labour government elected in 1997 expanded the use of “Private Finance Initiatives” (PFIs) to help meet a commitment to greatly enhance investment in public facilities while avoiding EU debt limits. As of March 2008, there were 628 PFI/PPP projects operational, accounting for £58.6 billion in investment. Similarly, a 2004 French ordinance opening up use of PPPs has resulted in projects worth €10 billion in progress.

In all regions, PPP projects have been concentrated in transportation and water systems. Transportation projects of all types comprise 52 percent of the total projects and 76 percent of their dollar value. Roads are the most common type of transportation projects, but significant numbers of PPPs have been used for rail lines, airport facilities and seaports. Water system projects include individual wastewater treatment facilities, such as the €1.5 billion Harnaschpolder wastewater treatment plant in the Netherlands, and more extensive water delivery projects employed in developing nations like China and Indonesia.

The large number of transportation and water projects is consistent with the notion that PPPs are linked to projects that generate substantial user fees. Road projects are often tolled, many transport facilities have user fees, such as landing fees and rents at airports, and water projects generate revenue from charges to customers. But, it is important to note that many PPPs have been structured without the private partner collecting user fees. In these cases, the private partner earns its profit from payments made directly from the public partner. These payments come in two forms: shadow tolls and availability payments.

Shadow tolls are similar to user fees, but are paid by the government rather than an individual customer. For example, rather than collecting tolls from drivers, the private partner in a bridge project may receive a payment from the government based on the volume of use at the bridge. Several highways in the United Kingdom and increasingly in Spain are being constructed and operated under such arrangements.

Availability payments are used for projects when volume of use is less critical and the government is seeking the availability of some facility such as a school building, military barracks or hospital. The government makes periodic payment contingent on the private partner making the facility available and keeping it in good condition. The amount of the availability payment is intended to cover the private partner’s capital and operating costs with profit possible due to operating efficiencies. Such availability payments fund projects in the United Kingdom for hospitals, clinics, schools and other
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buildings, as well as some transport projects; in 2007, these payments totaled nearly £5 billion annually.⁷

U.S. Experience with PPPs

The PPP experience in the United States is relatively limited. The 95 PPP projects account for only about 9 percent of the global total number of projects and 5 percent of their total dollar value.⁸ The 22-year cumulative value of the projects, $24.3 billion, should be seen in the context of the estimated $281 billion spent annually by the public sector on infrastructure in the United States.⁹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>As a Percent of Global Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>$2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads and Bridges</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water/Wastewater</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>$4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>95</td>
<td><strong>$24.3</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2**

Number and Value of PPPs in the United States by Sector, 1985-2007

*(dollars in billions)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>As a Percent of Global Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>$2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads and Bridges</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water/Wastewater</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>$4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>95</td>
<td><strong>$24.3</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** CBC analysis of data excludes contracts characterized as DBs, asset sales, joint development agreements and management contracts. Table also excludes certain solid waste incineration projects involving long-term contracts between governments and private owners and operators.

**Source:** CBC analysis of data from International Public Works Database, October 2007 edition, from Public Works Financing.

Mirroring international trends, PPP activity in the United States has been prevalent in water systems and transportation projects. About half of all projects are for water or wastewater treatment facilities. The prevalence of these water projects may reflect a comfort with privatizing water

⁷ In the United Kingdom, availability payments are referred to as “unitary charges.” See HM Treasury, “Signed Projects List – March 2008.” Available online at [http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/ppp_pfi_stats.htm](http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/ppp_pfi_stats.htm).

⁸ Data from International Major Projects Survey, October 2007 edition, published by Public Works Financing. CBC analysis of data excludes contracts characterized as DBs, asset sales, joint development agreements and management contracts. For most projects, values recorded in the database represent project capital costs as estimated in the year the contracts were signed, except for select entries updated by CBC.

⁹ In 2004 dollars. See Congressional Budget Office Supplemental Tables to “Investing in Infrastructure,” Testimony before the Committee on Finance, United States Senate, May 2008.
operations stemming from past U.S. local experience with transferring responsibility for construction or operation of water facilities from the primary government to a public authority or separate water board. Despite their number, these projects are worth only $4.6 billion in total. Most of these contracts have a value below $100 million and have shorter contract terms, typically for 20 years or less.

The most valuable contracts tend to be for transportation projects, which represent 70 percent of the total value of U.S. projects. In fact, transportation projects, particularly toll roads and bridges and light rail lines, account for 12 of the largest 20 PPP contracts. All four U.S. rail PPPs make the list of top projects. Three of these are operating in the tri-state area – the Hudson-Bergen Light Rail, the Camden-Trenton River Line, and the JFK Airtrain – and vary in length from 5 to 20 years.

Table 3
Top 20 U.S. PPPs Underway or Completed, October 2007
(dollars in millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Roads/Bridges</td>
<td>IN</td>
<td>Indiana Toll Road</td>
<td>$3,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rail</td>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>Hudson-Bergen Light Rail</td>
<td>$1,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rail</td>
<td>NY</td>
<td>JFK Airtrain</td>
<td>$1,825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Roads/Bridges</td>
<td>IL</td>
<td>Chicago Skyway</td>
<td>$1,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Roads/Bridges</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Central Texas Turnpike, SH130, seg 1-4</td>
<td>$1,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Airport</td>
<td>NY</td>
<td>JFK Terminal Four</td>
<td>$1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Building</td>
<td>NY</td>
<td>NYC Street Furniture</td>
<td>$1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Rail</td>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>Camden-Trenton River Line</td>
<td>$998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Rail</td>
<td>NV</td>
<td>Las Vegas Monorail, Phase I</td>
<td>$650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Roads/Bridges</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>South Bay Expressway, SR 125</td>
<td>$642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Roads/Bridges</td>
<td>VA</td>
<td>Pocahontas Parkway</td>
<td>$604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Water/Wastewater</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Stockton California Utilities</td>
<td>$600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Roads/Bridges</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Southwest Florida, I-75</td>
<td>$430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Water/Wastewater</td>
<td>RI</td>
<td>Cranston Wastewater</td>
<td>$400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Roads/Bridges</td>
<td>VA</td>
<td>Dulles Greenway</td>
<td>$350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Water/Wastewater</td>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>Phoenix Lake Pleasant</td>
<td>$336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Building</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Texas Prisons (7)</td>
<td>$300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Water/Wastewater</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Detroit Water Works Park II</td>
<td>$260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Water/Wastewater</td>
<td>IL</td>
<td>Chicago Sludge Pelletizer</td>
<td>$218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Airport</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Airport Cargo Commercial Complex</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All projects are DBM or DBM projects; some projects do not include private equity investments and instead rely on tax exempt debt. Certain solid waste incineration projects involving long-term contracts between government and private owners or operators are not included.

The large toll road projects are linked to recent federal policy changes that have lifted restrictions on the tolling of roads and attempted to leverage private investment in public infrastructure. The 2005 federal transportation act eliminated some federal restrictions for design-build contracts, created pilot programs to allow states to convert free Interstate highways into toll roads, and authorized variable pricing and tolled express lane construction to ease congestion.\textsuperscript{10} In addition, it offered two forms of financing for transportation infrastructure improvements.

The first was an expansion of eligibility and funding for an existing program (the Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act, or TIFIA) that offers secured loans, loan guarantees or supplemental lines of credit to nationally or regionally significant projects.\textsuperscript{11} For the period from 2005 to 2009, $610 million in such financing has been authorized; this can support more than $2 billion of average annual credit assistance.\textsuperscript{12} The Central Texas Turnpike, the South Bay Expressway and the Pocahontas Parkway have all received such funding.\textsuperscript{13}

The act also authorized the U.S. Department of Transportation to issue up to $15 billion in private activity bonds (PABs), tax exempt bonds for private projects with a public purpose, for highway and freight transfer facilities. As of January 15, 2008, $3.3 billion of these bonds had been allocated to a total of five projects, including the Miami Port Tunnel, the Missouri Bridge Improvement Project and the Virginia Capital Beltway HOT lanes.\textsuperscript{14}

In other areas of transportation, there has been less activity. Though common in other areas of the world, there are no PPPs for U.S. seaports. Many airports make use of the private sector through management contracts and cooperation with airlines to construct or operate facilities, but PPPs for airport facilities are rare. A few airports, such as Denver International Airport, have entered into PPPs for cargo facilities, and the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey has entered into a partnership for one airport terminal. The City of Chicago recently became the first government to strike a partnership agreement for an airport with a 99-year concession lease of Midway Airport. As of this writing, the deal is pending the approval of the Federal Aviation Administration and the Transportation Security Administration.


Finally, about one-third of all U.S. PPPs are for buildings, mostly prisons, and tend to have a relatively small contract value. The few high-value PPPs for buildings are for a series of buildings or for a new sports stadium or arena.\footnote{The two new baseball stadiums in New York City do not conform to the model of a PPP applied here. The old stadiums were built and owned by the City of New York, and they were leased to the teams in exchange for rental payments. The City is responsible for maintenance, but credit is given to the teams for expenditures they make for maintenance. In contrast, the new stadiums will not be owned by the City; they are being built and will be maintained and controlled by the teams. Financing for the facilities is provided largely through tax exempt bonds issued by the City’s Industrial Development Authority with debt service covered through payments in lieu of taxes from the teams. The City leases the land on which the stadiums are being built to the IDA, which then leases it to the teams, and the City is making investments in related infrastructure such as roads and parking lots to promote access to the stadiums.}

New York’s Experience with PPPs

New York already has some limited but important and relevant experience with PPPs. Three projects are among the largest in the United States. The largest New York PPP is the $1.8 billion contract to build the Airtrain from John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK) to the Jamaica Station of the Long Island Railroad. This project was funded by revenues accumulated from a $3 passenger facility fee on outbound tickets and tax-exempt debt of the Port-Authority of New York and New Jersey. The agreement was for five years with two optional five-year extensions, one of which has already been authorized.

Another large project is JFK Terminal Four (T4). In 1997, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey entered into a 20-year partnership with a consortium to rebuild and operate T4, the old international arrivals building. The total cost of rebuilding T4 was $1.4 billion, and it was financed mostly by tax-exempt revenue bonds issued by the Port Authority and backed by the revenue to be generated by the terminal’s operations.

Another large PPP of note is New York City’s 20-year partnership with Cemusa, Inc. for the design, construction and maintenance of street furniture. Specifically, the agreement called for Cemusa to replace all of New York’s City’s 3,200 bus shelters and 300 newsstands, to add 300 new bus shelters and an unlimited number of newsstands, and to install 37 bike parking structures and 20 new public toilets. Cemusa was granted the right to sell advertising space on these street fixtures; in return, it will provide New York City with $999 million – to be paid yearly for the life of the agreement – for those rights, as well as $399 million of in-kind services, mostly advertising space promoting New York City as a tourist destination on Cemusa facilities located around the world.

There are also a range of experiences with smaller PPPs throughout New York State. These are mostly contracts to design, build, finance and operate waste-to-energy, materials recovery and composting plants in different counties throughout the State. Many of these projects are under $100 million, but the larger ones include 20-year, $900 million partnerships for waste-to-energy plants in Babylon and Hempstead.
These projects demonstrate that there is precedent for PPPs for a variety of assets across New York State. Interestingly, these partnerships have not been pioneered by State government, but by the Port Authority and local governments; however, Governor David Paterson has formed a commission to study PPPs and examine where they may benefit New York. Looking ahead, the State should evaluate the variety of local experiences in developing a statewide framework for pursuing or encouraging PPPs.

It should be noted that the PPP experience in New York has evolved despite many statutory limitations. State and local procurement is restricted by the “Wicks Law,” which requires multiple subcontractors for most construction projects, and other provisions that prohibit design-build and PPP arrangements for a wide range of projects. The solid waste facilities were developed under a specific law allowing localities to contract for these facilities and/or services with PPP-like terms. Expansion of PPPs would require significant changes in State law relating to public procurement procedures.
GUIDELINES FOR APPLICATION OF PPPs

The wide range of experience with PPPs offers some guidance from which New York’s public officials can benefit in deciding whether and how to apply the strategy to local infrastructure. The CBC staff has reviewed a variety of studies and other evidence relating to PPP ventures with particular emphasis on the limited experience in the United States and the more extensive experience in the United Kingdom, where project outcomes have been studied carefully. This “real world” evidence— as opposed to more ideologically based assertions— provides the basis for three important guidelines that should inform the application of PPPs.

Pursue PPPs For The Right Objectives: Lower Lifecycle Costs and Better Maintenance

In the United States generally and in New York specifically, PPPs should be pursued for two related purposes: lowering the lifecycle costs of an asset and achieving better standards of maintenance than under direct public management. The ability of PPPs to lower lifecycle costs is rooted in their competitive award process and their incentives for encouraging designs that reduce operating and maintenance costs; delivering major construction work in a more timely fashion; and keeping facilities in a state of good repair throughout their lifecycles. The potential for higher maintenance standards is rooted in the tendency for assets to be neglected in the later stage of their life under direct public management.

The neglected condition of American infrastructure has been well documented. The evidence is not just in tragic events such as the 2007 bridge collapse in Minnesota, but also in multiple expert studies. The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) estimates that $1.6 trillion in investment is necessary in the next five years to bring the nation’s infrastructure to a good condition. ASCE surveyed 15 categories of infrastructure, with nine categories— including roads, schools and energy— receiving a “D” grade. The highest grade awarded was a “C+” for solid waste facilities, and the worst grade, “D-,” went to drinking water systems, navigable waterways and wastewater systems.16

National studies focused on transportation and water systems point to the same troubling conditions. For water infrastructure, a 2002 report by the Congressional Budget Office estimated between $26.9 and $42.7 billion in 2001 dollars is necessary for water and wastewater infrastructure systems annually for the period from 2000-2019.17 In addition, ASCE reports that the number of unsafe dams is increasing at a rate faster than the number being repaired, with $10.1 billion needed over 12 years to address all critical dams.18

For transportation infrastructure, the National Surface Transportation Commission estimated in its December 2007 report that at least $220 billion— about $135 billion more than currently invested— is
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needed annually through 2035 to maintain and improve all modes of surface transportation: highways, mass transit, freight and passenger rail.\(^{19}\) Currently, 27 percent of the nation’s bridges are deficient or obsolete; 15 percent of road pavements are rated “not acceptable;” 51 percent of urban rail stations are substandard; and the average condition of rail vehicles and urban bus fleets is no greater than “fair.”\(^{20}\) Increased investments are needed to address the existing deterioration and perform improvements necessitated by increased population and use of the systems.

Surprisingly little evidence exists that PPPs successfully address the problems of high cost and poor maintenance. PPPs have not been carefully evaluated based on these criteria, but the limited evidence from a series of evaluations in the United Kingdom and Australia indicate that they perform as expected in promoting these goals.

Studies conducted in the United Kingdom have systematically evaluated PPPs. Three studies address the issue of delivering projects on time and on budget. A 1999 study by the U.K. National Audit Office (NAO) examined the experience with 66 projects completed using traditional government procurement practices; this provided a baseline for comparison with 37 projects using PFI contracts examined in a 2003 NAO study.\(^{21}\) Another 2003 study by Her Majesty’s Treasury (HMT) examined the experience with 61 larger PFI projects and 35 smaller PFI projects with a contract value less than £20 million.\(^{22}\)

The results confirm favorable performance under PPPs. (See Figure 1.) While 70 percent of the conventionally procured projects were delivered late, only 24 percent of PFI projects surveyed in the NAO study were late by comparison. This finding was supported by the HMT study, which reported that only 12 percent of large projects and 24 percent of smaller projects were delivered late.

The studies also considered whether the projects were delivered on or over budget. Because the private partner bears the risk for any over budget costs under the PPP model, data were not always available; therefore, the results are relevant only to the extent that they support or contradict the broader benefits of PPPs rather than direct savings to government. Nonetheless, the data show that PPPs are effective. While 73 percent of the conventionally procured projects were over budget, only 22 percent of PFIs in the 2003 NAO study and 17 percent of smaller PFIs in the 2003 HMT study were reported to exceed budget. (Data were not available for the larger projects in this study.)
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Evidence from Australia substantiates these findings. A 2007 report commissioned by Infrastructure Partnerships Australia, a group with public and private sector participation that aims to promote best practices, examined 33 traditional projects and 21 PPP projects. The report demonstrated superior performance by PPPs in time and cost, with the benefits of PPPs increasing with the size and complexity of projects. The PPP projects examined were worth AU$4.9 billion, with net cost overruns of AU$57.6 million, or 1.2 percent; on the other hand, traditional projects, with a cost of AU$4.5 billion, suffered from net overruns of AU$673 million, close to 15 percent. Furthermore, PPPs were completed 3 percent ahead of schedule on average, compared to 24 percent late for traditional projects. The performance differential between traditional projects and PPPs was statistically significant in both cases.23

Part of the gains of PPPs over traditionally-procured projects results from the relatively minor contract changes during the construction period. A 2008 NAO study examined the nature of contract changes in 390 operational PFI projects in the U.K., and found that the vast majority (82 percent) of change requests had associated costs of less than £5,000.24 The cost of all contract


24 Small projects with a value under £20 million and IT projects were excluded. Very large projects, such as the London Underground, were also excluded. See National Audit Office, “Making Changes in Operational PFI Projects.” HC 205 Session 2007-2008. 17 January 2008.
changes in 2006 totaled about £180 million, 3.6 percent of the £5 billion in availability charges that year.\(^{25}\)

It should be noted that the added cost of the changes is based on the total life cycle costs associated with the changes. For example, when a PPP for court building in the village of Worle required conversion of two rooms and some other renovations, the cost was calculated to include the initial cost of the work (£96,000), lifecycle costs (£56,000) and other fees (£48,000) and miscellaneous costs (£18,000), for a total of £218,000. In contrast, a similar conversion of a courthouse in Bridgewater via conventional procurement cost £117,000 – including initial construction cost of £100,560 and a contingency sum of £6,000. No funds were included for maintenance of facilities that should occur or for future replacement and repair that may be necessary; that is, no estimates for whole-life costs were provided.\(^{26}\)

The complexity of calculating these lifecycle costs (and associated disputes between the partners) was sometimes a source of delay in implementing the changes. These complexities also meant that small changes could cause longer delays than would occur for similar changes in conventional procurement practices, although urgent changes would be processed without delay. Interestingly, many of the changes requested were considered during the negotiation of the deal, but were left out due to affordability concerns; however, undertaking work as a contract change, rather than at the outset of the project, typically made the work more costly. Larger changes, however, were generally in line (both time and cost wise) with conventionally procured work.\(^{27}\)

The pattern of fewer contract changes for PFI projects can be attributed to better scoping and planning. A study commissioned by HMT compared planned against actual performance with respect to project procurement and delivery for 50 major public projects, both PFI and non-PFI. It found that PFI projects had less underestimation of project cost and delivery time and/or overestimation of benefits than for traditional projects. The key reasons were better project scoping, identification and management of risk, and due diligence performed during the procurement stage; in other words, PFI projects forced government to be more specific about its goals and committed to its requirements than was common for traditional projects.\(^{28}\) This was echoed by the 2003 NAO report, which acknowledged that specifications for PFI projects are worked out in greater detail in advance, with cost and time targets set later in the procurement process than under traditional methods.\(^{29}\) At the time, this process was quite lengthy: an average of 22 months.\(^{30}\)


Less extensive evidence is available on the performance of PPPs in providing better maintenance standards. Because most PPPs are relatively new and because the projects have long lifecycles, no studies have been able to determine the long-term impacts on lifecycle costs. Instead, the limited available evidence offers some insight into adequacy of maintenance in the earlier stage of project operations. Specifically, a study in 2006 by HMT and Partnerships UK, a nonprofit organization, surveyed the contract managers of a sample of 105 projects, most of which were in their first five years of operation. The findings were favorable: 66 percent of projects surveyed were performing to a good or very good standard and another 30 percent were performing satisfactorily, for a total of 96 percent. Project managers pointed to day-to-day maintenance and hard facilities management as areas where they were especially pleased with the performance of private contractors. Furthermore, performance improved after the early years; projects operational for a greater duration of time received higher marks. In addition, among projects reporting problems, 82 percent also reported that the problem had been resolved within the time permitted in the contract.  

Less systematic data from a few of the larger PPPs in the United States indicates they too have good records in asset maintenance. Private operators of JFK Terminal Four (T4), NYC street furniture, and the Indiana Toll Road (ITR) have all implemented technological innovations and are maintaining assets at a level as good as or better than previous owners. The ITR contract agreement specifies operating and maintenance standards affecting everything from temporary pothole repairs and standards for pavement smoothness and strength to landscaping and litter collection to preventative maintenance on bridge structures and emergency roadside repairs. It also lays out specific requirements for capital improvements, including the installation of electronic tolling, to total $4 billion over the life of the agreement, as well as conditions under which the consortium must initiate expansions.

Cemusa’s street furniture has been constructed from impact-resistant, vandalism-proof materials and must contractually be maintained at a high level, including the performance of preventive maintenance. JFKIAT’s design, amenities, maintenance and technological innovations, such as common use ticketing counters, have earned T4 high marks for comfort, cleanliness and overall terminal performance from passengers surveyed by JD Powers & Associates.
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PPPs Need Not Be Limited To Projects That Generate User Fees

In terms of their revenue-generating abilities, infrastructure projects can be divided into three types. The first are those that are not expected to generate any revenue from the users. Examples are public schools or military barracks. The second type may generate some user revenue, but it is not sufficient to cover all the costs and ongoing public subsidies are anticipated. Most mass transit operations are an example of this, with fares often more than matched by subsidies. The third are those that are expected to be self-financing due to adequate user charges. Toll roads and bridges are the most common example, and many water systems also fall in this category.

In the United States, there is a tendency to think that PPPs can work only with projects that fall in the third, self-financing category. These projects are attractive because they can often be segregated from a larger network, and the revenue stream can be collected and managed by a distinct operating entity. However, they are not the only types of projects suitable for a PPP. Subsidized projects can be built and maintained through a PPP using the mechanism of shadow tolls or availability payments. These models are used extensively in the United Kingdom to construct or renovate and maintain roads and buildings.

Florida is also pursuing the availability payment model for several of its projects, including the construction of the Miami Port Tunnel and enhancements, including the construction of express tolled lanes, on the I-595 Corridor in Broward County. The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) will set and collect the tolls, and will make availability payments to the private operator based on the lanes being open to traffic and meeting the operating and maintenance standards to be specified in the contract.36

In New York, the most promising opportunities for PPPs are likely to be facilities that are not associated with large user fees that make them self-financing; rather, attention should be given to opportunities to achieve better long-term maintenance of fully or heavily subsidized facilities using arrangements that involve availability payments.

PPPs Can Work For Big And Small Projects

PPPs have large transaction costs related to their design and negotiation, and they require an ongoing expense for the monitoring of performance and enforcement of standards. These expenses suggest that public sector savings are greatest for large scale projects, where there is a large potential for efficiencies by the private partner. In contrast, smaller projects may not generate enough savings to offset their individual transaction and monitoring costs; however, other models have been developed to accommodate smaller projects.

PPPs have been used for many large scale projects. While the median value for a PPP is $170 million, 25 percent of projects have values above $455 million. Approximately 10 percent of projects have values over $1 billion; these 107 projects account for 60 percent of the worldwide value of all

PPPs.\textsuperscript{37} These include projects from all sectors, such as the $2.5 billion contract for Eleftherios Venizelos Airport in Greece, the $5 billion contract for Allenby-Connaught Army Base in Great Britain, the $3.3 billion contract for the Gautrain Express Rail Line in South Africa, the $5.4 billion contract for Madrid Calle 30 (M-30) in Spain, the $1.75 billion contract for the Taipei Port, and $1 billion Project Omega Wastewater Treatment in Northern Ireland.

Only ten percent of projects have values less than $30 million. For smaller projects, studies of the PFI in the United Kingdom found that the relatively high transaction costs reduced the value of the approach. The procurement period was just as lengthy as that of larger projects, averaging two and a half years, since the same level of legal and technical documentation was required. Furthermore, the cost of doing so for the private partner often was often out of proportion to the size of the project, driving up the relative cost. As a result, PFI is no longer considered as an option for projects with a capital value less than £20 million.\textsuperscript{38}

To accommodate these smaller projects, the British have developed a model, called “strategic partnerships,” that reduces the transactional costs for smaller projects by batching similar projects together. The two major strategic partnerships in the U.K are in health and education. The first is Local Improvement Finance Trusts (LIFT), a ten-year, £1 billion investment by the Department of Health to build one-stop primary health care centers. (This supplements a previous nationally funded program to use PPPs for hospital construction by Hospital Trusts.) The second is the Building Schools for the Future initiative to upgrade all secondary schools over 15 years. Planned spending for this initiative is £2-3 billion a year over a 15-year period. Because the goals are ambitious, the work occurs in phases, with only a portion of buildings being built or renovated in each phase of work.

Using national funding, local governments work with joint public-private sector organizations—composed of the appropriate government agency and Partnerships UK, a nonprofit PPP dedicated to promoting best practices— to create a strategic planning framework. The local governments then work exclusively with one private partner to deliver the assets. Some limited early evidence suggests improved expertise, reduced transaction costs and procurement times, and efficiencies, such as economies of scale and improved supply chain management, throughout the life of the partnership.\textsuperscript{39}

\textsuperscript{37} CBC analysis of data from International Major Projects Survey, October 2007 edition, published by Public Works Financing. CBC analysis of data excludes contracts characterized as DBs, asset sales, joint development agreements and management contracts. For most projects, values recorded in the database represent project capital costs as estimated in the year the contracts were signed, except for select entries updated by CBC.


POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS IN NEW YORK

PPPs have benefits in their potential to achieve reduced lifecycle costs and better maintenance standards for physical assets. In considering opportunities for effective PPPs, New York’s leaders should seek to capitalize on these benefits to address weaknesses in public sector infrastructure management. The State and City should launch a few carefully selected pilot projects, which give high priority to assets that are currently in poor condition and have a history of poor maintenance. The efforts should be treated as experiments with the results carefully monitored and evaluated. Only if the potential benefits are realized should the efforts be expanded to a broader scale.

Based on the guidelines established in the previous section, the CBC suggests exploring PPPs in five areas: highway bridges, school buildings and parks in New York City, higher educational facilities, and subway stations. They are discussed below.

Highway Bridges

The network of highways in New York includes over 17,000 bridges. Most are not massive waterway crossings, but are smaller bridges that are nonetheless vital in the state’s transportation system. These bridges are all ultimately the responsibility of the State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT), but counties, other local governments and the City of New York operate and maintain many that are not part of the highway system. These entities have tended to neglect many bridges through poor maintenance practices.

NYSDOT assesses biennially the condition of all the highway bridges. They summarize the results according to a standardized scale of 1 to 7; a rating under 5.0 is deficient, meaning the bridge exhibits deterioration and requires maintenance or rehabilitation to restore to a fully functional state. 40 Fully 38 percent of the State’s bridges—about 6,650 bridges—do not meet this standard and are classified as functionally obsolete or structurally deficient. 41 Functionally obsolete bridges cannot meet standards for the volume of traffic they manage; they may have narrow lanes or no shoulders, for example. 42 New York is second in the country in the number of functionally obsolete bridges, with over 4,500. 43 Structurally deficient bridges require significant repair or rehabilitation or must have weight limits to remain in service; over 2,100 bridges, 12 percent, are structurally deficient. 44


41 Note: Bridges that are both functionally obsolete and structurally deficient are categorized as structurally deficient only.


The problem is expected to get worse without policy changes. NYSDOT reports that another 1,450 bridges will become deficient (rated less than 5.0) in the next five years and an additional 1,500 will become deficient in the next six to ten years if proper investments are not made. NYSDOT estimated that almost $31 billion will be needed over the next 20 years to achieve and maintain a state of good repair for state and local highway bridges.

Some of the poorly maintained bridges are in New York City. The City Department of Transportation annually reviews the condition of its 790 bridges; they are rated as “very good,” “good,” “fair” or “poor.” The number of bridges rated “very good” and “good” has increased in the past ten years, while the number of “fair” and “poor” bridges has decreased; however, the majority of bridges, 58 percent in 2007, continue to be rated fair. Three bridges are in poor condition: the Belt Parkway Bridge over the Mill Basin; a pedestrian bridge over the FDR drive; and, most notably, the Brooklyn Bridge.

The City DOT has plans to address the deficiencies in its bridges. The Mayor declared achieving a state of good repair on all roads and bridges by 2030 a key priority in the PLANYC agenda; this would require an estimated investment of $1.7 billion. Plans to generate some of the funding necessary for this investment via congestion pricing failed to gain support in 2008. The DOT has made eliminating “poor” bridges and engaging in preventive bridge maintenance a key goal of its strategic plan. In its Ten-Year Capital Strategy, the City allocates $5.8 billion to bring its bridges to a state of good repair and maintain them during the 2008-2017 period. While the City anticipates cutting its capital program as part of it adjustment to revenue declines in fiscal year 2009, substantial funding for bridge repair and maintenance is still likely to be available.

While most bridges throughout the state are small and un-tolled, New York State also has 25 major toll bridges. All of these are waterway crossings, with 11 in or connecting to New York City and the others located over the Hudson River, the Niagara River and other bodies of water. None of these bridges are operated and maintained by State, City or country governments; instead, all are owned by public authorities, such as the Metropolitan Transportation Authority, Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, the New York State Thruway Authority, and the New York State Bridge Authority.

---


48 New York City Department of Transportation. Sustainable Streets: Strategic Plan for the New York City Department of Transportation, 2008 and Beyond.


50 Does not include 7 toll bridges connecting to Ontario with miles outside the U.S. See Table T-1, Parts 1 and 2, dataset available online only from “Toll Facilities in the U.S.” Federal Highway Administration, Office of Highway Policy Information, December 2002. FHWA-PL-07-029. Available at http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ohim/tollpage.htm.
These bridges have an initial appeal for PPPs because they have significant revenue streams, and private partners may be able to use enhanced technology for toll collection and to innovate in pricing policies to optimize revenues and traffic flows. In addition, private competition could bring about more efficient maintenance practices; however, to the extent the operating authorities have a better record on these practices than do some general local governments, pursuing PPPs for tolled bridges may not be as high a priority as developing PPPs for poorly maintained un-tolled bridges. Public authorities are able to issue tax-exempt debt backed by tolls, which provide a dedicated revenue stream for financing capital improvements; as a result, many of these bridges are in better condition than those under the control of the State and local governments.

The Tappan Zee Bridge has sometimes been singled out as a candidate for a PPP. The bridge spans the Hudson River, connecting Rockland and Westchester counties, and is operated by the New York State Thruway Authority. Built in 1955, the bridge is heavily trafficked, has outlived its useful life and continues to deteriorate despite substantial investment by the Thruway Authority; at its last inspection, in November 2006, it earned a state rating less than 3.0.\textsuperscript{51} To address this deficiency, plans have been announced to replace the Tappan Zee with a new bridge that has the capacity for bus rapid transit and rail service. This proposal has been priced at $16 billion including $6.4 billion for the bridge itself, $2.9 billion for highway improvements related to the bus rapid transit routes and $6.7 billion for the rail transit line.\textsuperscript{52}

Private companies have proposed a PPP for construction of the new bridge, and it is the study of financial consultants retained by the New York State Department of Transportation and the Thruway Authority. Any next steps for pursuing a PPP for the Tappan Zee should be informed by this study, although designing a PPP for a new bridge that meets the specs announced by the State may be challenging. A new bridge with bus and rail mass transit options will address critical transportation needs in the area, but operating and maintaining a bridge that provides three separate modes may present challenges in designing a PPP. The jurisdictional overlap between the private operator and Metro-North, which would presumably provide the rail service, generates a tension caused by separating integral responsibilities. The difficulties of operating a service and maintaining infrastructure when right of way is not exclusively in the authority the operator have been a key cause of failure for some projects. These difficulties are described in detail in the last section of this report.

PPPs are also attractive as a means to promote improved conditions and maintenance practices for New York’s un-tolled highway bridges. Funding to the private partner could be in the form of an availability payment or a “shadow toll,” a payment to the private operator based on use of the bridge and adjusted for the performance of the private partner. To achieve a scale sufficient to justify designing and monitoring a PPP, it likely would be necessary to put together a group of bridges with one private partner. These bridges might be some drawn from New York City with the City DOT as the public partner, and another set from several counties in other parts of the state forming a strategic alliance with the NYSDOT providing technical support. Monitoring should include not


\textsuperscript{52} New York State Department of Transportation. “Proposal for Tappan Zee Bridge & I-287 Corridor Unveiled,” Press Release, September 26, 2008.
only the performance of the private partner in the PPP, but ongoing comparison with use and conditions and cost of maintenance and repair for similar bridges operated directly by the City and by counties or the NYSDOT.

**School Buildings in New York City**

The New York City Department of Education (DoE) is responsible for about 1,200 facilities that serve more than 1 million students. These buildings are often crowded and poorly maintained, and these conditions have persisted for decades. While some progress has been made in recent years, the conditions suggest new practices, such as a PPP, are worth trying.

As shown in Table 4, school buildings are not in good condition. Since fiscal year 2001, the DoE has released data on assessments of its facilities, rated from “poor” to “fair” to “good.” Schools in fair condition or worse generally are in need of repairs in one or more features such as windows, heating and ventilation, or the roof. In fiscal year 2007, nearly two-thirds of the schools were in just fair condition and only 3 percent in good condition; this is somewhat better than the 78 percent in fair condition in fiscal year 2001, but still a weak record.

![Table 4: Functional Distribution of New York City School Building Conditions, Fiscal Years 2001-2007](image)

The troublesome condition of the schools is related to a long history of weak maintenance. In a 1998 study, the City Comptroller found that the DoE (then Board of Education) was spending on average 86 cents per square foot for maintenance, about 10 percent of what was estimated to be required to keep the facilities in a state of good repair. At that time, the backlog in needed repair work was estimated to exceed $10 billion. This problem persists. In fiscal year 2007 average maintenance expenses were $1.42 per square foot, and at the end of that fiscal year the DoE had a backlog of 14,626 work orders to be processed.

---


The DoE is not well organized to address lifecycle planning and maintenance. A separate entity, School Construction Authority (SCA), has been responsible for design and building of large projects since 1988, while the DoE itself handles regular maintenance. This separates responsibility for design from the maintenance, minimizing incentives for concern with lifecycle costs, particularly with the SCA being judged primarily on its ability to deliver new schools on time.

The DoE needs not only to repair its existing facilities, but to build new ones to accommodate students in currently crowded buildings. About 38 percent of the high schools, 27 percent of the elementary schools and 13 percent of middle schools have enrollments that exceed capacity, and these schools account for about 59 percent of the high school students and 20 percent of all other students.\(^55\) Although the SCA has been building schools with new capacity of several thousand students per year, a large number of facilities remain crowded.

The persistent needs of the school system offer a compelling reason to consider a different approach to school construction and maintenance. The DoE created the Education Construction Fund (ECF) in 1967 as an innovative way to combine school design and construction with private residential and commercial development. Private developers build a school as part of a larger project, often in exchange for enhanced development rights and tax-exempt financing through the ECF. Fifteen projects were built, creating 18,000 seats, and the Bloomberg administration recently revived the organization and announced a project in Manhattan to create 1,630 seats, as well as residential and commercial space on existing school sites.\(^56\) All the projects are “turn-key” with the DoE responsible for maintenance once the school facility is completed; thus, the ECF projects do not capture the potential life-cycle cost efficiencies of a complete PPP.

Funding increases in recent years, particularly from the State, have provided the DoE with significant resources. The City’s ten-year capital program allocates to the DoE $28.2 billion for fiscal years 2008-2017, with $21.6 billion to achieve and maintain a state of good repair and $6.7 billion for system expansion.\(^57\) A part of these resources could be made available to support an experiment with a PPP.

PPPs have been employed successfully for school construction in the United Kingdom, Canada, and Germany. In particular, the U.K. model of strategic partnerships for smaller-sized projects would work well. Sufficient scale can be achieved by bundling several school projects, including renovations and new school construction, and working together with one private partner. Facilities can be constructed under DBM agreements under which DoE would pay the private developer an availability payment for use of the asset that covers the cost of capital and maintenance. These agreements would span the life cycle of the asset and impose a life-cycle approach to planning that is currently missing from management of school facilities. For new school construction in particular,
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employing a life-cycle perspective can move cost focus beyond project delivery to the oft-neglected costs of maintaining the school and generate long-term savings.

Perhaps the greatest uncertainty about applying the PPP approach to public school buildings is the capacity of the DoE to monitor the project effectively. The agency does not have a good record of establishing and enforcing maintenance standards internally, yet this would be a key element of any PPP. A new unit within the DoE might be needed to design and monitor the PPP, and it would have to work closely with the principals managing the schools involved. However, there likely would be spillover benefits for internal operations from the standards and practices developed and for the SCA from the design elements incorporated in new PPP projects.

New York City Parks

The New York City Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) owns over 29,000 acres of parkland that house over a thousand recreational facilities including playgrounds, athletic fields, swimming pools, tennis courts, and comfort stations. In the past decade, the DPR has made notable progress in restoring these facilities from a condition of neglect dating from the 1970s and early 1990s fiscal crises to a much improved condition that encourages use by residents and visitors. Much of the progress is related to the development and expansion of a form of public-private partnership that differs from the PPPs discussed in this report. These partnerships involve nonprofit organizations, and these organizations provide philanthropic resources to the DPR facilities rather than depend exclusively on payments from the public sector or on user fees. The leading example, the Central Park Conservancy, has raised hundreds of millions of dollars in donations for capital improvements in that park as well as for its ongoing maintenance. Similar entities have been established for numerous other parks, although they have typically been less successful in generating philanthropic support.

Despite its progress, the DPR still faces three challenges that PPPs might help address. First, many neighborhood parks, relatively often those in poorer neighborhoods, are still not in satisfactory condition. DPR has a relatively sophisticated system for monitoring the condition of its parks that includes visual inspections of park conditions one to three times a year. Data collected on 17 different indicators assessing custodial, structural, and horticultural maintenance are aggregated in the Mayor's Management Report. The data show that the condition of parks by almost all measures has improved since the early 1990s; however, citywide ratings have slipped slightly in recent years. The percentage of parks rated as not in an acceptable condition in fiscal year 2007 was 16 percent and the percentage of parks not rated as acceptably clean was 9 percent.

Independent civic and community groups issue their own assessments of parks. One group, New Yorkers for Parks, conducts inspections of parks and issues a yearly report card on their condition. The most recent report card, issued in 2007, highlighted geographic disparities in park conditions.


and found that poor conditions tend to persist in the same parks.\textsuperscript{60} An analysis by the CBC confirmed a statistically significant correlation between overall park condition and median household income – that is, parks tend to be in poorer condition in poorer neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{61}

Additional evidence of a continuing backlog in repairs appears in the Asset Management Information System (AIMS), a report that quantifies the repair work needed to bring assets to a state of good repair.\textsuperscript{62} Funding requirements for the Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) have grown steadily over the past ten years, from $190 million in fiscal year 1998 to $433 million in fiscal year 2008. A significant portion of these needs are bulkhead repairs on waterfront properties that may not correspond to the parks in poor condition, but neglect of those local parks facilities is also a part of the picture.\textsuperscript{63}

A second challenge relates to planned enhancements of existing parkland. Specifically, the PLANYC initiative calls for significant improvements to eight large parks, totaling about 500 acres, which have not been fully developed: Fort Washington Park and Highbridge Park in Manhattan; Soundview Park in the Bronx; Highland Park and Rockaway Beach in Queens; McCarren Park and Dreier-Offerman Park in Brooklyn; and Ocean Breeze in Staten Island. These parks—ranging in size from 36 to 212 acres—face different challenges, including improving access to the parks for the surrounding community, developing around a natural preserve, performing major repairs to bring facilities to a state of good repair, creating and upgrading recreational and athletic facilities, and improving amenities on the boardwalk.\textsuperscript{64} The City’s current ten-year capital plan allocates $386.4 million for these projects.\textsuperscript{65}

A third challenge for the DPR is making the most of the revenue opportunities in the parks. Parks are not intended to be self-financing and New York’s facilities have very limited user fees, but there are profitable concessions in the parks. About $50 million annually is generated by concessions that include restaurants, push carts, and parking lots; however, there is potential for significantly greater revenues from these and similar sources. The DPR has only limited incentives to optimize these revenues, because they flow to the City’s general fund rather than being dedicated to the DPR. The CBC has recommended modifying this policy to allow incremental revenues to be shared between the DPR and the general fund,\textsuperscript{66} but a PPP arrangement might be a preferred option by allowing the private partner to keep these revenues (as is the case for some of the existing partnerships with


\textsuperscript{61} Relationship statistically significant at the .05 level. For details of CBC analysis, see \textit{Making the Most of Our Parks}, June 2007, pages 40-42.

\textsuperscript{62} An agency’s assets are reviewed on a rolling basis every four years. Only assets with a replacement value above $10 million and a useful life of over ten years are covered. Some special systems and aesthetic components, such as landscaping, are also excluded from review.

\textsuperscript{63} Sum of capital and operating needs. See \textit{Asset Information Management System} for fiscal years 1998 and 2008.


\textsuperscript{66} Citizens Budget Commission. \textit{Making the Most of Our Parks}, June 2007, pages 54-60.
nonprofit organizations) and take that potential into account in setting the availability payment (or shadow toll, if parks use were to be measured and made the basis of payment).

Given these challenges, two types of PPPs might be appropriate for the DPR. First, a group of smaller parks in need of significant repairs could be grouped for an arrangement with a single private partner. Availability or shadow payments would be made by the DPR, with the necessary payments made lower than otherwise necessary to reflect the private partner’s ability to generate and retain concession revenue. Ongoing monitoring would include comparisons with the use and conditions in parks maintained by the DPR.

Second, one or more of the larger underutilized parks scheduled for improvement could be developed as a PPP. The private partner would be responsible for design, building and maintaining the new facilities. As noted above, the public sector payment could be lowered by allowing the private partner to retain concession revenues. This arrangement would allow for innovative designs and create incentives to encourage park use, a major purpose of the City’s planned investments in these areas.

In both these cases, the DPR will need to adapt its performance monitoring system to meet the needs of a PPP. Using its indicators as a basis for financial penalties and incentives likely will require modifying and refining the system. This is a challenge that should be thoughtfully addressed in preparing for a PPP initiative.

SUNY and CUNY Educational Facilities

New York has two large public university systems – the State University of New York (SUNY) and the City University of New York (CUNY). The SUNY system includes 34 senior and technical college campuses around the state and 30 community colleges. The State operates and funds the senior colleges; the community colleges are partly financed by the State and partly financed and governed by counties. The CUNY system includes 11 senior colleges and six community colleges; they share a single governing board, but the senior colleges are financed primarily with State funds while the community colleges are jointly financed by the State and the City of New York.

Both systems have extensive facilities that are old and not well maintained. SUNY has 2,765 buildings within its control: 1,811 general educational facilities, 485 community college buildings, 457 residence halls and 12 hospitals. The infrastructure supporting these buildings includes electrical and steam distribution systems, millions of square feet of parking lots, and 450 athletic fields. The average age of the general educational facilities and community college buildings is over 40 years, and the average age for residence halls is over 30 years.

In 2007, SUNY undertook a comprehensive review of the condition of facilities at its campuses (excluding the community colleges). The review identified a critical maintenance backlog of $3.2 billion to bring the facilities to a state of good repair, and ongoing maintenance needs of about $400 billion.

---

million annually. A review of community college buildings is ongoing, and it is likely to reveal additional needs totaling billions of dollars.  

The picture is similar for CUNY, which has 293 buildings totaling over 26.1 million square feet in 21 campuses across the city. The average age of the buildings is 57 years, and more than 75 percent of the square footage was built before 1970. CUNY conducted a buildings assessment in 2007 in tandem with the SUNY assessment. It found that $1.7 billion was needed to eliminate its deferred maintenance backlog. The bulk of this, $1.5 billion, is for building system renovations, and the reminder, $200 million, is for renewal of supporting infrastructure. The largest needs are for heating and ventilation systems ($700 million), exterior walls, roofs and windows ($277 million), electrical systems ($164 million), laboratory and similar “built-in” equipment ($114 million) and interior finishes ($77 million). Community colleges represent $516 million of the $1.7 billion total.  

SUNY and CUNY senior college capital investments for educational facilities typically are funded with State authority bonds backed by State revenues. Community college investments are also funded with authority bonds, generally backed by joint local and state revenues. However, residence halls, which operate on 26 campuses and have 70,967 beds, are usually managed by the State Dormitory Authority and are self-financing with rents and other revenues generated at the facilities.  

PPPs could be used in two ways to help improve the condition of facilities at SUNY and CUNY and keep them in a state of good repair in the future. First, for senior college educational facilities, a PPP could require the private partner to renovate some currently deficient facilities and keep them well maintained for the expected lifecycle. The initial private capital and operating costs would be paid through the availability payment model. The grouping of several facilities with a single private partner would make the project large enough to justify the design and monitoring of a PPP. Senior college facilities may be more suitable than community college facilities because the arrangement could be developed exclusively with the State, as the primary financier and monitor, without the complication of involving multiple county officials.  

Second, it may be worthwhile to use a PPP for residential facilities. For these facilities, the private partner could be responsible for collecting rents and generating other revenues, and no availability payment would be necessary. It is likely that PPPs for such facilities would result in greater amenities and innovation in the use of space; for example, there may be convertible spaces or rooms or facilities that can also be rented out for community use. A PPP may also allow for flexibility within the traditional model of how students are charged for room and board and other amenities, potentially providing a value for both students and the colleges. The previously cited dangers of PPPs for facilities with user fees can be avoided in this instance by not seeking any upfront payments, and by having both PPP and Dormitory Authority managed facilities on the same campuses to ensure competition in prices and comparative performance standards.  


69 Testimony of Iris Weinshall, Vice Chancellor for Facilities Planning, Construction, and Management at The City University of New York, to the New York City Council Infrastructure Taskforce. February 15, 2008.  

As with public school buildings, perhaps the greatest challenge for a PPP in higher education is building the capacity for design and oversight by the public partner. One strategy is to establish a single unit with expertise to serve both SUNY and CUNY in establishing PPPs, and to have ongoing evaluation through comparisons with conventionally managed facilities.
POTENTIAL MISSTEPs AND CAUTIONS

PPPs are an opportunity to provide cost-effective and better maintained capital assets in New York State; however, they are not a panacea for all the infrastructure needs of New York. PPPs should be pursued selectively, and they should be designed to avoid the pitfalls that have characterized some experiences. In particular, State and City officials should avoid five missteps.

PPPs Should Not Be Pursued As New Money For Infrastructure

Proponents of PPPs sometimes present them as a source of “new” money for investment in public infrastructure, yet this is rarely the case. Capital funds can be raised by government borrowing or by private equity investment, but in each case there are costs associated with raising the capital. Public borrowing must be repaid through annual debt service payments, and private equity requires a return on investment in the form of regular profits. Funds to cover the debt service or the return on equity both come from the same source – either the tolls or fees intended to make the projects self-financing or tax subsides for projects relying on availability payments. In this sense, PPPs only substitute one form of capital for another; they do not create any new fee or tax revenue stream with which to finance the projects. Their benefits are not “new” capital; they are the lifecycle cost savings and higher maintenance standards described earlier.

In some national contexts, PPPs have appeal as “new” money because of legal limits imposed on public borrowing. As noted earlier, the European Union has set limits on public debt. Under these conditions, PPPs have raised private money as a source of additional infrastructure investment capital, because they make available funds outside the debt limits. However, the repayment of private capital investments through availability payments comes from the same tax base as would any debt service on public borrowing, so no “new” money is raised in the sense of new revenue streams to support infrastructure investments. Similarly the transfer of a toll or fee backed project from direct public operation to a PPP does not create any new revenue– it only moves the tolls outside the public budget.

It may be argued that PPPs are raising new revenue to the extent that they are associated with new or increased user fees; however, the merit of his argument rests on the assumption that the public sector alone could not raise these fees. This is rarely the case in either legal or economic terms; public officials generally have the authority to raise tolls and demand is typically sufficient to provide increased revenues. The case for PPPs is often more political: they are perceived to make toll increases more politically acceptable by shifting publicly perceived responsibility to a private partner. They also make deferral of the toll increases possible by, in essence, borrowing from the private partner to cover costs until future toll increases become effective.

In the United States, and especially in New York State, the availability to state and local governments of federally tax-exempt revenue bonds has opened opportunities for borrowing against user fees, and the reliance on these revenue bonds further limits the potential for PPPs to raise “new” money. Projects that PPPs could support through user fees are already backed by these revenue bonds or can be backed by such revenue bonds issued by public authorities with the benefits of tax exemptions. A recent Citizens Budget Commission study found that in New York State public authorities had $55.7 billion in debt outstanding for projects backed by user fees or
similar revenues and another $68.9 billion in authority debt backed by tax revenues; in comparison, direct state and local general obligation debt was $61.5 billion.\textsuperscript{71} Thus, in New York the need is not for more legal borrowing capacity; it is for new revenues to support the investments – and PPPs do not yield that.

The one way in which PPPs can create “new” money is not a priority in New York. PPPs can be used to finance projects that are not a part of a government’s regular capital plan because they are of low priority and/or because their feasibility as a user fee backed project is risky. In this instance, the government may ask for private sector initiatives to finance such projects, and the money is more clearly “new” in the sense that the government would not have provided it under foreseeable circumstances. The creation of new high-priced and/or high occupancy toll roads to compete with congested public roads is sometimes presented as such opportunities; however, even in such cases, the public partner might be required to provide at least some financing to move the project forward.\textsuperscript{72}

Revenue Streams From User Fees Should Not Be Tapped Inappropriately

Recent United States experience suggests that toll-financed PPPs can be misused in two ways. First, if public officials seek to convert future revenue streams into a large up-front payment, future taxpayers and highway users may be shortchanged. In order for a private partner to make a large “up-front” payment, that partner must rely on future revenue to cover the cost of investing in the initial payment. To make such a payment the private partner must take a risk that the future revenue will be sufficient and apply a suitable discount rate to the future revenue. In PPPs with large up-front payments– usually long-term (such as 75 years) PPPs– the revenue uncertainties are great, and the discount rates applied to future revenue may be high. As a result, the current officials are provided with funds they can use in the short-run, but future generations may be deprived of the full value of the revenue paid out.

There is some evidence that this happened in the concession for the Indiana Toll Road, which involved a $3.85 billion up-front payment. A study from the Government Accountability Office (GAO) found that a state-hired consultant placed the net present value of the toll revenues at just $2 billion, but independent consultants placed the value at nearly $11 billion. The GAO did not make a judgment about the validity of the different assumptions used, but the reported assumptions behind the higher estimate were closer to the terms of the concession. The GAO warned, “It is possible that the net present value of the future stream of toll revenues (less operating and capital costs) given up can be much larger than the concession payment received.”\textsuperscript{73}

A second potential misstep is for public officials to use the up-front payment for short-run operating budget relief rather than infrastructure investment. The experiences with the Chicago


Skyway Bridge and the Indiana Toll Road illustrate this problem. In Chicago, the up-front payment was allocated within the context of one budget cycle: Some of it was used for some virtuous purposes, like paying down the old city-issued Skyway bonds, but none of the funds were directed toward transportation initiatives and approximately $100 million was used to fund neighborhood services and programs.\textsuperscript{74} As a result, Chicago’s asset base was reduced without providing for any long-term capital improvements.\textsuperscript{75} Indiana also used some of the payment to fund immediate needs, although the bulk of it went into a reserve fund for transportation improvements; however, this capital program is only ten years in length, compared to the toll revenue stream that was relinquished for 75 years. In general, PPPs with large up-front payments are not good public policy.

Another risk associated with PPPs for self-financing projects is that arrangement may anticipate significant new user fees in order to attract the private investment; however, the future rate increases permitted under the contract may eventually prove to be politically repulsive and not sustainable. This has been a problem in arrangements for water system investments in low income countries. Two deals in Tucuman, Argentina and Cochabamba, Bolivia were both terminated after prices were doubled and tripled, respectively, by the private partners, prompting organized opposition in Argentina and social unrest in Bolivia.\textsuperscript{76}

**Enhanced Public Sector Management Capacity Must Be Cultivated**

Effective PPPs are not an abandonment of public sector responsibility to the private partner. Instead they require public managers to gain and exercise four types of expertise.

**Project Selection and Contract Design**

The first step in a PPP rests almost entirely with the public sector. Government officials must decide whether a project is suitable for a PPP. This is a complex decision involving both quantitative and qualitative analysis. In the United Kingdom, Her Majesty’s Treasury, a unit of the national government, has developed formal guidelines to be used by local authorities in deciding on whether projects should be developed as PPPs. The recommended procedures include quantitative analysis of the potential savings based on calculations of lifecycle costs, but also take into account qualitative factors, such as the potential for private sector innovation, the degree of competitiveness in the market among potential bidders, and the potential for developing clear measures for contract
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performance. Under these criteria, IT projects and projects with a capital value under £20 do not represent value for money and can no longer be considered as PFI/PPP.  

If a project is pursued, public officials must negotiate a viable contract with the private partner. One observer has aptly summarized the challenge as striking a balance between flexibility and accountability: “The ideal partnership [has] the minimum number of control mechanisms (for greater flexibility), but enough of these mechanisms strategically placed so as to insure sufficient feedback (i.e. accountability) to keep the partnership on the straight and narrow.”

The contract should include explicit mandates that require the private partner to perform some action or provide some level of service that is particularly important. For example, Cemusa is required to clean and restock its automatic public toilets daily, repair broken glass at bus shelters within 24 hours, inspect and remove graffiti and garbage twice a week, and clear a 3 foot area around street fixtures when it snows. Similarly, the ITR contract lays out specific timetables by which various types of maintenance must be performed and by which emergency repairs must take place. These mandates are useful in regulating areas of particular concern, but should not be so prolific as to be overly restrictive to the private partner’s ability to perform. A 2001 U.K. study by the NAO found that public managers of 30 percent of projects reported no innovation while projects were in operation, which can be explained by contractors who reported that their ability to innovate was restricted by excessive regulations.

The ways in which contract flexibility (or lack thereof) can strengthen or undermine a PPP are illustrated in two examples from the United States: Terminal Four at John F. Kennedy International Airport and California State Route 91 (SR91) Express Lanes. At the time of the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, John F. Kennedy International Arrivals Terminal, LLC (JFKIAT), the consortium that constructed and runs Terminal Four, had been in business for just a few months. With air travel severely reduced and airlines’ profits suffering, there was an urgent need to renegotiate contracts with airlines to attract and keep tenants at the terminal. The contract permitted these individual negotiations in a way the Port Authority, the public partner, would not likely have been able to do due to public leasing regulations.

In contrast, a lack of flexibility led to the buyout of California Private Transportation Company (CPTC) for SR91. The contract had a restrictive non-compete clause that precluded any road improvements for 1.5 miles around SR91 for the length of 30-mile tolled express lanes until 2030. This restricted the State from widening the adjacent un-tolled highway lanes. Public pressure to

---


81 Conversation with David Kagan and Michael Sibilia at a meeting of the CBC Public-Private Partnerships Committee on March 12, 2008.
make improvements to the free lanes led to the dissolution of the partnership and the sale of SR91 to the Orange County Transportation Authority.  

Disagreements in interpreting the contract and on the quality of service provided are key reasons that disputes arise in partnerships. The near inevitability of conflicts between the partners means that dispute resolution procedures should be part of good contract design. This can be critical in some countries where private foreign investors may have doubts about the neutrality and independence of the judicial system, but it can also be relevant in advanced democracies where prolonged court cases are not desirable. Mutually agreed upon private dispute resolution procedures can be part of PPP contract design; for example, the Indiana Toll Road Lease Agreement specifically lays out procedures and timelines for resolving disputes through senior-level negotiations, mediation and, if necessary, final arbitration. In Brazil, the 2004 federal legislation authorizing PPPs explicitly permits such mechanisms.

Design and Monitoring of Performance Measures

Accountability in PPPs is achieved primarily through the monitoring of the private partner’s performance. The PPP should be structured around established public objectives that are gauged through performance standards and measures that are negotiated and specified in the contract. These standards should be regularly measured and consistently monitored and evaluated by the public partner.

In defining measures and indicators, it is important to focus on key outcomes that capture the quality of service provided rather than the method by which it is provided. Adopting such an outcome oriented-approach focuses the PPP on performance, and allows the private partner adequate flexibility in achieving the overall objectives of the partnership. For example, one of key objectives of the London Underground PPPs is to provide commuters with a pleasant traveling environment. On a quarterly basis, data is collected by an independent survey organization that measures train and station attributes such as cleanliness of train cars, condition of train seats, levels of litter and graffiti, condition of waiting rooms and bathrooms, and the appearance of elevators and escalators. These attributes are weighted and aggregated to form a total score for station ambience. Collecting these performance measures also allows for benchmarking performance, so that the private partner’s performance can be judged against prior performance, but also that of comparable institutions or direct government provision. The standards for acceptable ambience, for example,


were set at levels above those achieved through prior public operation and are now measured against prior— as well as anticipated— performance. For other standards, such as maintenance, measures are assessed against accepted industry benchmarks.87 This allows for effectively evaluating whether a PPP is operating in as cost-efficient or customer-oriented a manner as expected.

In the United States, many state and local governments have a poor record of performance measurement and management for their own operations and face difficulties in applying these skills to PPPs. Few states and municipalities engage in rigorous performance management and/or reporting. In its latest review, the Government Performance Project gave only five states an “A” grade in Information— a category that includes budgeting for performance, managing for performance and performance auditing— with the national average being a mediocre “B-.” (New York was below the average, earning a “C+,” with budgeting for performance noted as a particular weakness.)88

This lack of sophistication carries over to performance standards in contracts, which are “often poorly developed, weak or ill-conceived.”89 This problem often stems from a lack of expertise, but it also reflects the under-funding or under-staffing of such functions in many government agencies. Even where expertise or resources exist, they tend to be focused on project delivery aspects such as delays or cost overruns, but not on ongoing operations.90 Successful PPPs require that sufficient expertise and resources be cultivated and devoted to monitoring performance of the private partner throughout the life of the contract.

The importance of this has been duly recognized in the U.K., where national government agencies have issued guidelines for local governments, including a standardized contract that can be used as a basis for a PFI arrangement. There are also established institutional supports for public administrators to aid in all phases of contract management, from initial analysis and negotiation to ongoing monitoring and termination.

**Transparency**

In democracies, PPPs must be designed and implemented with a concern for transparency. Public trust in these arrangements and their sound management require that performance and financial information about them be made readily available to the public. Meeting this obligation is a responsibility of both partners, but it is typically the public partner who takes the lead and ensures the public’s interests are protected in the contract and in practice.

---


Public partners do a mixed job of providing information. London Underground issues a yearly report that provides performance information for all three of its PPP contracts. The New York City Department of Transportation required Cemusa to establish and give it access to an electronic inventory tracking system that would also provide data on complaints, advertising and financial information and that would also interface with 311. However, there are no contractual requirements for regular public reporting of this data; neither does it appear in the city’s performance reporting tool, the Mayor’s Management Report.

The Indiana Finance Authority, the public partner in the Indiana Toll Road PPP, makes public documents related to the agreement easily accessible. It features a prominent link on its website for information on the ITR and provides the request for proposals, the bids, and the entire concession agreement, including its amendment, accompanying schedules and operating standards manuals.

On the other hand, finding performance or financial information on the ITR is more difficult. The website for the ITR, managed by the Indiana Toll Road Concession Company (ITRCC), does not include performance indicators or annual reports. To find audited financial statements, one must visit the website of the Macquarie Infrastructure Group, which, together with Cintra Concessions, has formed the consortium that owns the ITRCC through a series of subsidiaries. The relevant financial statements are for a limited liability company called Statewide Mobility Partners that owns the ITR Concession Company Holdings, LLC, which in turn owns the ITRCC that manages the ITR. As of September 2008, the most recent financial statement available is almost two years old, for the year ending December 31, 2006. The lack of information further thwarts transparency and makes it impossible to assess the PPP’s performance or financial viability.

Public partners in PPPs should develop appropriate public reporting channels for the review and evaluation of the PPP. The public partner should mandate a level of disclosure that mirrors its own standards, and should subject the PPP to annual review by the auditor, comptroller or a special PPP review office. In the UK, the National Audit Office reviews both individual projects and PPPs as a model, while Her Majesty’s Treasury is accountable for overall policy regarding PPPs.

**Enforcement**

The public partner must not only monitor and disclose performance standards; it must also have the capacity to enforce the standards in reasonable ways. Appropriate penalties for poor performance should be spelled out in the contract and invoked when appropriate. NYCDOT’s contract with Cemusa has a detailed schedule of liquidated damages that must be paid if Cemusa fails to meet installation or replacement schedules or maintenance standards. For example, Cemusa is subject to a $50 daily fee for every automatic public toilet it fails to clean and restock on a daily basis.

These penalties will only be effective if they are not too weak, too stringent or too complicated to implement. A 2006 U.K. study by Her Majesty’s Treasury found that penalties were only somewhat effective in stimulating improved performance for these reasons. Of the 105 project managers surveyed, 50 percent found penalty mechanisms too complicated to implement. Of those that did apply penalties, 32 percent reported no change in performance by the private partner. Too often,

---

the penalties were low in relation to the availability payment, and did not offer enough of a kick in the right direction.\textsuperscript{92} At the same time, penalties that are too stringent risk not being invoked.

To find the appropriate balance, HMT recommended establishing penalty deductions for all key areas; limiting the performance measures that would trigger penalties; calibrating penalties so that the service provider would be incentivized to fix the problem; and creating a graduated or tiered penalty system so that major offenses trigger larger deductions than smaller ones. The report also recommended balancing penalties for poor performance with incentives for exceptional performance.\textsuperscript{93}

One way to create a graduated penalty system is to assign points to each performance failure, with the number of points increasing according to the severity of the failure. More points should be amassed for failure to remove broken glass than failure to empty the garbage. This schedule of penalty points should be linked explicitly to performance measures and should translate into a specified financial impact.\textsuperscript{94} For example, each failure of the private operators of the London Underground to meet minimum standards for the ambience of individual stations and train fleets resulted in the allocation of service points. For each service point accrued, £50 penalty was levied against the availability payment made to the private operators every four weeks.\textsuperscript{95}

Ultimately, if a PPP is not working as intended, the public partner must be able and willing to end the relationship. This may mean transferring responsibility to another private partner or having a public agency assume full responsibility. Two of the three PPP contracts for the London Tube, which failed for other reasons rather than weak reporting and penalty mechanisms, reverted back to the control of the public partner, Transport for London. The failure of the SR91 express lanes in California as a PPP led to a transfer of control from the private partner to a public authority. When traffic volume fell under projections on the Pocahontas Parkway and the association managing it was close to defaulting on its debt, the Virginia Department of Transportation intervened to negotiate a deal with a new private partner to assume the debt and manage the parkway.

\textbf{PPPs Are Prone To Failure When Integral Responsibilities Are Divided}

PPPs do not always work well, and it is important to understand the reasons for failures. One of the most noteworthy failures of PPPs is that for the infrastructure of the London Underground (LU), often referred to as “the Tube.” In 2003, London Underground Limited (later incorporated into Transport for London) signed three PPP agreements totaling £17.6 billion: two of these agreements were with MetroNet and the other with Tube Lines. Under these 30-year agreements, these consortia were given responsibility for maintaining and upgrading key components of the


London Underground's infrastructure, including trains, signals, tracks, tunnels and stations, as part of an effort to modernize the LU and bring it to a state of good repair. Operational responsibility was retained by the public partner, including operating trains and stations, collecting fares and ensuring public safety.

The project was financed privately, and the consortia were paid with availability payments that were conditioned on meeting performance measures of capability, availability and ambience, with adjustments made based on an incentive and penalty mechanisms triggered by exceptional or deficient service. Because little data was available on the condition of the system when the deal was negotiated, costing out certain aspects of maintenance was troublesome. In addition, in the later stage of negotiation, the government agreed to guarantee the senior debt at 95 percent in the event of termination.96

The structure of the arrangement resulted in several challenges for the private operators. The sparse data available on conditions in the system proved to be a major impediment to completing work on time and budget; often, worked planned on sites where conditions were unknown resulted in unexpected challenges and major delays. Another key challenge was the need to perform improvements on a system that needed to operate everyday– and that was operated by another entity. For example, the private partners were responsible for renovating the tracks, but could not stop trains from running on them or reroute trains to accomplish the work.

The division of operational and maintenance responsibilities created complications that affected the ability to deliver on key aspects of performance – particularly those affecting availability. The results were detailed in annual performance reports. In the 2005 annual report, both consortia were behind schedule on many projects and engineering overruns increased by 35 percent compared to the previous year.97 Despite limited achievements, problems continued, and the 2006 report showed that Metronet and Tube Lines were failing to deliver to the standards mandated by the contract. In particular, Metronet was far behind in station rehabilitation, with only 14 of the 35 scheduled stations delivered, and all delivered late. Both Metronet and Tube Line were issued corrective action notices to rectify their poor performance.98

The complications in undertaking work made it difficult for the private companies adequately to predict costs and be cost-efficient. In 2007, Metronet suffered £1 billion in cost overruns for one project – anticipating another £1 billion in cost overruns on its other contract – and filed for reimbursement of £551 million by Transport of London, citing changed demands as the major


reason. The PPP arbitrator awarded £121 million to Metronet on the £1 billion claim. As a result, Metronet filed for bankruptcy, and went into a period of administration in July 2007. In May 2008, the Metronet lines were transferred back to Transport for London.

While Metronet lost the equity invested in the project, the government had guaranteed the debt and suffered a loss of £1 billion. Tube Lines has not declared bankruptcy, but the PPP arbitrator found that it is also facing a funding shortfall of £1 billion. Its contract terms are currently being renegotiated.

Labor Concerns Can Be Addressed

Representatives of unionized public servants often raise concerns about PPPs on grounds that they threaten the job security of current employees and may worsen wages and working conditions for those selected to work on the project. In the New York metropolitan region, compensation in state and local government generally exceeds that for comparable occupations in the private sector. The private partner's latitude to achieve efficiencies through substitutions of capital and technology for labor and through reforms of work rules may be important to the viability of the project. In fact, this may mean that public employees are replaced or rehired by the private partner under different terms.

The consequences of these changes for current public employees should not be ignored, and public officials should decide if they are willing to sacrifice some of the benefits of PPPs to provide protections. Public officials can act unilaterally by guaranteeing the hiring of displaced workers in other public sector jobs that become available; alternatively, they can negotiate with the private partner to establish contractually compensation or work conditions similar to that provided to public employees.

The deals negotiated in Chicago for the Skyway and Midway Airport illustrate the two approaches. For the Skyway, the private firm was required to interview existing employees, but was under no obligation to hire them. Employees who were not rehired were offered preference for hiring in other city agencies. Labor agreements on the Midway deal are governed by a 2006 state statute mandating that existing employees to be hired by the concessionaire must be offered employment under “substantially similar terms and conditions.” The same condition applies to new employment opportunities granted to displaced employees by the City of Chicago in other city agencies.

